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NU4000 multi-purpose SoC brings ultra-low power computer vision capabilities to augmented
reality and virtual reality devices, drones, robotics and more

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif ., - May 31, 2016 – CEVA, Inc. (NASDAQ: CEVA), the leading licensor
of signal processing IP for smarter, connected devices, today announced that Inuitive, a
developer of cutting edge depth sensing, computer vision and image processing SoCs, has
licensed and deployed the CEVA-XM4 intelligent vision DSP in its next-generation AR/VR and
computer vision SoC, the NU4000.

> http://em.ceva-dsp.com/Y0x480oP500iE002jGA0uI2 < Inuitive will leverage the CEVA-XM4
to run complex, real-time depth sensing, feature tracking, object recognition, deep learning and
other vision-related algorithms targeting a range of mobile devices, including augmented and
virtual reality headsets, drones, consumer robots, 360 degree cameras and depth sensors. In
addition, developers and OEMs will be able to leverage the open, programmable nature of the
CEVA-XM4 in the Inuitive SoC to add their own differentiating features and algorithms via
software, including their own neural networks which can be implemented via the CEVA Deep
Neural Network (CDNN) framework.

Inuitive is proud to collaborate with CEVA to develop cutting edge intelligent vision systems, that
will form the foundation of mass-market visually aware mobile devices,” said Shlomo Gadot,
co-founder & CEO at Inuitive. “The CEVA-XM4 delivers the best performance and power
efficiencies in the market and provides the software infrastructures by which product builders
can add their own algorithms and introduce revolutionary applications for vision-based
systems.”
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The new NU4000 SoC builds on the success of Inuitive’s NU3000 multi-core image processor
which utilized the third-generation CEVA-MM3101 imaging and vision DSP for stereoscopic
vision. NU3000 serves as part of the Google Project Tango ecosystem, where developers can
utilize it to power applications requiring real-time depth generation, mapping, localization,
navigation and other complex signal processing algorithms.

We are delighted to extend our close relationship with Inuitive as they continue to innovate in
the areas of 3D computer vision and image processing,” said Eran Briman, vice president of
marketing at CEVA. “Our CEVA-XM4 intelligent vision DSP delivers the power-efficiency and
the flexibility that allows Inuitive and its customers implement a range of advanced
machine-vision technologies on any mobile device, from neural network-based systems to
highly-accurate depth sensing.”

CEVA’s imaging and vision DSPs addresses the extreme processing requirements of the most
sophisticated computational photography and computer vision applications such as video
analytics, augmented reality and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). By offloading
these performance-intensive tasks from the CPUs and GPUs, the highly-efficient DSP
dramatically reduces the power consumption of the overall system, while providing complete
flexibility. The platform includes a vector processor developed specifically to deal with the
http://em.cev < complexities of such applications and an extensive Application Development Kit
a-dsp.com/a0200j02iA0E00pIvGP845x
>

(ADK) to enable easy development environment. The CEVA ADK includes an Android
Multimedia Framework

(AMF) that streamlines software http://em.ceva-dsp.com/B200qA2IP000408G0Ewj5ix <
development and integration effort, a set of advanced software development tools and a range
of software products and libraries optimized for the DSP. For embedded systems targeting deep
learning, the CEVA Deep Neural Network (CDNN)
)<
http://em.ceva-dsp.com/wGEIP4xAj000052r00i2x08
>
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real-time neural network software framework streamlines machine learning deployment at a
fraction of the power consumption of the leading GPU-based systems. For more information,
http://em.ceva-dsp.com/m000Ps2040ix2j5E < http://www.ceva-dsp.com/CEVA-XM-Family visit
>.
G8y0AI0

About Inuitive

Inuitive Ltd. is a fabless IC company that developed and manufactured the NU3000 - a
multi-core 3D Imaging & Computer Vision (CV) co-processor followed by NU4000 (will be
available EOF 2016). Inuitive has developed 3D depth camera modules as reference design to
address a variety of use cases: Mainly VR (Virtual Reality) HMD, Augmented Reality (AR) and
smartphone (“Tango” like). It supports also Robotics, Drones, Autonomous Car, 3D Scanning
and many more. All modules are based on Inuitive proprietary "Assisted Stereoscopy" 3D
camera technology and its NU3000/NU4000 ASIC and SDK (Software Development Kit).
NU3000/NU4000 open architecture allows OEMs to integrate their own 3D Imaging & CV
application software to be executed on the NU3000/NU4000 multi-core processor (like SLAM
and CNN), offloading the CPU to reduce processing delays and improve performance. Find out
> . http://em.ceva-dsp.com/wGEIP4xAj000052t00i2z08 < www.inuitive-tech.com more at

About CEVA, Inc.

CEVA is the leading licensor of signal processing IP for a smarter, connected world. We partner
with semiconductor companies and OEMs worldwide to create power-efficient, intelligent and
connected devices for a range of end markets, including mobile, consumer, automotive,
industrial and IoT. Our ultra-low-power IPs for vision, audio, communications and connectivity
include comprehensive DSP-based platforms for LTE/LTE-A/5G baseband processing in
handsets, infrastructure and machine-to-machine devices, computer vision and computational
photography for any camera-enabled device, audio/voice/speech and ultra-low power
always-on/sensing applications for multiple IoT markets. For connectivity, we offer the industry’s
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most widely adopted IPs for Bluetooth (Smart and Smart Ready), Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac up to
http://em.ceva-dsp. < www.ceva-dsp.com 4x4) and serial storage (SATA and SAS). Visit us at
com/DAA400u0IGE00802jP250xi
>

> http://em.ceva-dsp.com/a0200j02iA0E00vIBGP845x < and follow us on Twitter

> http://em.ceva-dsp.com/txI52i08AE0jw00PG40002C < , YouTube

>. http://em.ceva-dsp.com/p0400A02xI0i0DPGxj05E82 < and LinkedIn
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